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HISTORY OF CHARITY FARM LOT

Generous Job Goodale gifted the Charity Farm in 1832 to 
the Town as a source of income to “assist the industrious 
and deserving poor.” During that time period, clear 
cutting for sheep and cattle farming dominated landscape 
practices (Cronan, 2003). Healthy forestlands seemed 
secondary to industrialized economic growth. Today we 
know that clear cutting, especially on steep slopes, has 
devastating consequences on water quality and future 
agricultural productivity. Although believed to be the 
best land management strategy at the time, this practice 
forever transformed a majestic, archaic forest structure 
into what we have today (Wessels, 1997).

Bernardston’s north-south running Falls River fl ood 
plain produced largely corn, rye and apples (Kellogg, 
1902). To the east are Charity Farm’s two pastures, one 
on the fl atter south/ southwest side and the other up 
steep slopes on the north end (Town Records, 1911 and 
personally identifi ed artifacts, 2015). These fi elds were 
rented with the income funneled to the Charity Farm 
Trust, thus inaugurating Mr. Goodale’s wishes. 

Today, the watchful explorer can fi nd scattered evidence 
of these two overgrown, wooded pastures. Pasture trees 
or ‘wolf trees’ that once provided livestock shade still 
stand, creating invaluable habitat for a full spectrum of 
wildlife (Wessels, 2010).  Patchy remnants of barbed 
wire encircle the site’s boundaries. Remnant stone walls 
encircle the lower overgrown pasture. A number of stones 
have been removed by neighbors for personal use. One 
neighbor admitted removing his ‘fair share’ many years 
ago (Anonymous, Personal Interview, 2014). 

Two crude, but functional wells persist in the larger, lower 
pasture. Two springs surround carefully arranged rocks 
to accommodate easy use. Their purpose was to provide 
water for thirsty livestock en route up the steep slopes to 
the northern pasture. 

The CFL was an important site for farming during a key 
time in Bernardston’s  farming history.
Using the existing historic markers (wells, spring locations, 
remaining stone walls and pasture trees) and the slope 

Barbed wire inbedded in border wolf tree. A stone wall on west side of CFL.

A hand dug well along south border. A worn cow path along south border.
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HISTORY OF CHARITY FARM LOT, CONTINUED

analysis (Chapter 4 Site Analysis: Slope), I have created 
a historic representation of where CFL pastures were 
located during the 1800-1900’s. The best pastures were 
established on the lower slopes (0 to 8%), which include 
most of the southern portion and a small patch to the 
north. The pasture or wolf trees were left when the fi elds 
were cleared. Typically, these trees had much lower 
branches and large crowns that provided shade and 
protection for animals while grazing as well as cool areas 
to stop on the long trek to the north pasture.
 
There is no confi rmed documentation supporting the size 
of the lower pasture. An anonymous source states that it 
involved 11 acres of land. Based on Luis Stack’s map, it 
seems that this became the local belief.  His work makes 
the pasture much smaller than the extent of the stone 
walls, wells and pasture trees seen today. Could he have 
been delineating the Christmas tree pasture? The actual 
extent of the historic pasture is closer to a 30 acre plot; 
farmers most likely used the eastern, plucked rock-falls 
below the ridges as a barrier (Stark, 1955). 

Records showing locations for logging, numbers and 
types of trees removed, have long since vanished.  
Beyond the town’s annual report and a couple anonymous 
historic records, the existing forest conditions can be 
read like an abridged book by a seasoned forester. Old 
stumps, ‘nurse trees - rotting tree trunks feeding new 
ones, ruts, and blow-downs tell a remarkable story. 
Chapter 4 ‘Site Analyses: Land Cover’ provides more 
detail of the landscape’s forest health and the urgency for 
stewardship management. In short, because of the past 
forest practices during the 1840/50’s, early 1900’s, 1950’s 
and 1970’s, income from logging and timbers is years 
away. 

The site’s access was determined largely by farming 
practices, creating the shortest routes to desirable 
destinations. Most of these antiquated trails cut across 
contour lines, encouraging accelerated erosion that 
become stream beds during rain events.  It is  well 
understood today that this practice is very detrimental to 
sustainable trail design, often polluting waterways with 
siltation and starving aquatic life of oxygen. Details on 
these trails is covered in Chapter 4 ‘Site Analyses: Access 
and Circulation’. In short, trail use should be carefully 
reviewed and modifi ed using best management practices 
(BMP’s) (US Forest Service, 2013).

In addition to logging, the most innovative effort to 
meet the site’s charitable mission was Christmas tree 
farming from the 1960’s to the late 70’s by the Boy 
Scouts. They cleared areas, planted, and maintained 
numerous fi r trees. Their generous efforts yielded income 
for the Charity Farm Lot’s coffers. Except for a Forest 
Stewardship Plan and a boundary survey, this was the 
last time period that the Charity Farm Lot received any 
attention (Bordewieck, 2012 & Muszynski, 2013). 

Charity Farm Lot’s story continues to unfold. Previously 
undocumented exotic invasive plants have been mapped 
with some removal efforts underway through biannual 
community volunteer efforts. Like so many successes in 
the Town’s past, the reliance on volunteerism persists, 
and given existing economic constraints, this ‘free labor’ is 
essential to a successful future.

OPPORTUNITY

The CFL offers a number of historically attractive sites for 
eco-tourism and could complement the Town’s interest in 
pursuing this course of economic development.

Stone wall marking borderRobert Herrick locating a hand dug well.
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HISTORIC MAP

William A. Lattrell
Restoration Ecologist
Professional Wetland Scientist
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COMMUNITY & STAKEHOLDER PROCESS

Success of any public effort can be gauged by the input 
of its stakeholders. Reaching this audience using a 
variety of strategies while offering a positive mechanism 
for exchanging ideas, options and understandings has 
resulted in a workable vision for Charity Farm Lot’s (CFL) 
future. 

Two meetings were held at Bernardston Elementary 
School, the fi rst to collaborate on what is known while 
the second challenged participants to identify the CFL’s 
future. Later, a site hike further engaged the community. 
Several people voiced concerns around questionable 
boundary lines to the east while others marveled at the 
vista, the majestic ‘wolf trees,’ and the steep rock faces 
peppered with backless oaks. 

From the concerted efforts of several dozen contributors, 
six priorities surfaced:

 ● Improve accessibility by clearing the historic 
parking area near the west entrance, repairing roads, 
identifying additional destinations, blazing trails and 
managing erosion; 

 ● Restore the forest’s natural features using best 
management practices (BMPs), including selective 
thinning for cord wood, and invasive plant control;

 ● Identify appropriate routes and destinations for 
various users while preserving the site’s health and 
beauty;

 ● Engage users in sorely needed site management 
tasks. Consider alternative ways to secure help 
with maintenance such as the Franklin County Jail, 
community groups like 4-H and Kiwanis;

 ● Apply for grants to recover the site and establish a 
paid position to lead its maintenance; and

 ● Establish a community fi rewood bank from site 
thinnings to support those in need.

A summary of all three community input opportunities 
can be found in ‘Appendix Community Process.’ Many 
of these have been incorporated into specifi c site 
analyses. For example, “ Charity Farm Lot offers a 
great escape, easily accessible by car or bicycle, but 
there are no clear signs to direct visitors to specifi c 
destinations” is addressed in ‘Chapter 4 Site Analyses : 
Access and Circulation.’ Clearly, the community’s input 
demonstrates a deep concern over the future of Charity 
Farm Lot.

Two community meeting were held to gather input  and 
ideas over the future of the Charity Farm Lot.

Stakeholder hikes on the CFL drew 
a cross section of abutters and 
interested community members. 


